Mortgage Technology

To Gain Competitive
Advantages,
Mortgage Lenders
Look to Leverage New
Technologies
By Prabhakar Bhogaraju
Fannie Mae

M

ortgage lenders view Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) and Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) as the top two technologies with the greatest
potential to help improve or streamline processes, according
to Fannie Mae’s Q1 2019 Mortgage Lender Sentiment Survey®
(MLSS).
Ease of technology integration was the most important criterion
cited by lenders when deciding to adopt a third-party API.
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Businesses are increasingly leveraging digital technologies to reduce errors
and costs, transact faster and drive a
richer and better customer experience.
In the mortgage industry, many processes involve transmitting a large volume of data among a series of interconnected parties, including consumers,
investors and an array of service providers and stakeholders. Over the past
few years, technological advancements
such as artificial intelligence, APIs and
document digitization have gained
traction, enabling digital transformation.
TECHNOLOGY SURVEY
Through its quarterly MLSS, Fannie
Mae’s Economic & Strategic Research
Group recently surveyed senior mortgage executives to understand lenders’
views on these technologies, their criteria for adoption of a third-party API
and to gauge their interest in various
API ideas.
Nearly two-thirds of lenders selected
APIs and OCR as the top two technolo-
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